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STYLE SHEET 
 

 
NOTE: There are several different methods for writing notes, bibliographies, etc. For a 
complete and an authoritative guide consult the Chicago Manual of Style (14th ed.), 
which remains the industry standard. The following is just one version, which has been 
compiled to provide a convenient standard for students.  (Adapted from an excellent 
stylesheet, no longer available, assembled by Professor Maria Loh, University College 
London)  

 
GENERAL RULES 

 
BE CLEAR!  
 
The purpose of an academic research paper is to present and argue a thesis.   
 
Avoid jargon and other  fancy words (do not overuse the thesaurus on your 
wordprocessor unless you have verified the meaning in a dictionary).  
 
Make sure to SPELL CHECK and edit your paper before turning it in.  
 
 

TO NOTE OR NOT TO NOTE? 
 
· What should be noted?  
 
Notes serve three primary functions:  
 
1) to provide credit for conclusions made by another writer that support your thesis  
 
2) to indicate the source of a particular literary citation (e.g., note 1 in example)  
 
3) to provide supplementary information: i.e., something that is of interest, but not 
immediately tied to the thesis advanced in your paper (e.g., note 10, 11 in example)  
 
· What should not be noted?  
 
"General knowledge" includes obvious or general historical facts:  
 
Like the neck of the Madonna, the body of the Christ child is abnormally elongated in 
Parmigianino's painting Madonna del Collo Lungo.  
 
The Palazzo Vendramin-Calergi was originally owned by the Loredan family.  
 
The Black Death decimated one third of the population in Europe.  
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The houses of Pompeii were not excavated until the eighteenth century. 
· If you cite more than four lines, the passage should be indented as a single-spaced 
block:  
 
Alberti comments on the rhetorical function of naturalism in sacred painting:  
 
We should also consider it a very great gift to men that painting has represented the gods 
they worship, for painting has contributed considerably to the piety which binds us to the 
gods, filling our minds with sound beliefs.3 
· Do not change the font size or appearance (e.g., italics):  
 
We should also consider it a very great gift to men that painting has represented the gods 
they worship, for painting has contributed considerably to the piety which binds us to the 
gods, filling our minds with sound beliefs.1 
 
On quoting and paraphrasing:  
 
· Citing entire passages: If an author has made a particularly incisive and original point 
that supports your own conclusions, you might want to quote it in your paper:  
 
Discussing the iconography of war and violence, and Raphael's sources for his painting 
The Massacre of the Innocents, Cropper and Dempsey write:  
 
Raphael understood how the story might be amplified by associating it with ancient 
images of the capture of a city, for example, or by combining images of war taken from 
pagan antiquity with the particulars of the story told in the Gospel.4 
Note how the passage is introduced, rather than merely inserted.  
 
· On paraphrasing: PARAPHRASING means that you have taken an author's ideas or 
opinions and explained them in your own words, it does not mean that you have merely 
changed some of the words. In any case, they must be noted.  
 
EXAMPLES:  
 
1. Plagiarism (no credit given, passage more or less copied; 
 
Raphael understood how the story might be improved by associating it with classical 
images of the capture of a city, for instance, or by combining representations of battles 
taken from pagan antiquity with the details ofthe Gospel story. 
2. Very bad paraphrase (credit given, but passage more or less copied verbatim; this is 
not acceptable):  
 
Raphael understood how the story might be improved by associating it with classical 
images of the capture of a city, for instance, or by combining representations of battles 
taken from pagan antiquity with the details of the Gospel story.4 
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3. Proper paraphrase (main points articulated in your own words and credit given in 
note): 
 
It has been argued that, in an attempt to improve the visual effects of the narrative, 
Raphael used classical images of the capture of a city and combined these images with 
written descriptions of battles taken from pagan and Christian texts.4 
Finally, if you are citing a source (e.g., something that the Renaissance author Torquato 
Tasso might have said) that is itself quoted in another source (e.g. John Shearman's 
Mannerism), be sure to note this in your note:  
 
9 Tasso cited in Shearman 139.  
 
 

WHAT TO NOTE, HOW TO NOTE: 
 
· Although it is better to over-note, you should not over do it: a 10-paged research paper, 
on average, should have between 15-35 notes (more or less).  
 
· Format should include:  
 
1) FOR SECONDARY SOURCES: author's last name and page number:  
 
Shearman 21. 
* If you cite more than one text by the same author, the different texts should be 
distinguished by their publication dates; if, however, they are both published in the same 
year, then they should be distinguished by a/b/c, etc.:  
 
Panofsky 1955a.213.  
Panofsky 1955b.23. 
(= two articles written by Panofsky published in 1955)  
 
FOR MUSEUM LABELS:   
In parentheses, the name of the museum and the words “museum label.” 
 
FOR WEBPAGES: 

The complete URL of the page, plus the date you accessed it, should go in the 
Bibliography (also called a Works cited page.)  If citing in the text or 
endnoting/footnoting, just use the URL. 
 
 
FOR PRIMARY SOURCES:  
 
* ANCIENT TEXTS: On the whole, in addition to the author's name and book, line, 
section numbers, ancient texts should also include the title of the work (in abbreviated 
form):  
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Virgil Eclogues 10.75. 
(= book 10, line 75)  
 
* OTHER PRIMARY SOURCES: If you only use one text by an author (e.g., Alberti, On 
Painting), your note can simply read:  
 
Alberti 2.25. 
(= book 2, section 25)  
 
* HOWEVER, if you use more than one text by the same author-in this case, if you make 
reference to Alberti's On the Art of Building in Ten Books as well as Alberti's On 
Painting-you should also include an abbreviated title:  
 
Alberti On Painting 2.25.  
Alberti Art of Building 9.8. 
(= book 2, section 25; = book 9, section 8)  
 
* PRIMARY SOURCES WITH MODERN PAGINATION: If you are using is a modern 
edition with its own pagination, such as Milanesi's nine-volume edition of Vasari's text, 
then you should note your citation according to volume and page number:  
 
Vasari 2.136. 
(= volume 2, page 136)  
 
Often texts in prefaces and introductions are differentiated by the use of Roman 
numerals, in this case, cite the page number according to the pages number used by the 
editor or commentor:  
 
Grayson in Alberti On Painting vi. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
 

FORMAT FOR NOTES 
 
· If you type your paper, mark off your notes either using a superscript 1 or with 
parentheses (1).  
 
· The number goes after the final punctuation mark as in following examples:  
 
At the closing of the Eclogues Virgil warns: "Let us rise: the shade often brings peril to 
singers."1  
 
According to Shearman, the qualities of difficultà and sprezzatura, were amongst the 
basic tenets of Mannerist style.2 
· Use arabic numerals (1, 2, 3, 4) avoid Roman numerals (i, ii, iii, iv) for notes.  
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· FOOTNOTES are generally preferred (easier to consult).  
 
· Avoid archaic forms such as op. cit., loc. cit.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
EXAMPLES:  
 
NOTES  
1 Virgil Ecl. 10.75.  
2 Shearman 21.  
3 Alberti On Painting 2.25.  
4 Cropper and Dempsey 259.  
5 Cropper and Dempsey 259.  
6 Vasari 3.47.  
7 Panofsky 1955a.213.  
8 Grayson in the introduction to Alberti On Painting 2.  
9 Tasso cited in Shearman 139.  
10 Panofsky 1955a.297 interprets the inscription in terms of primitivism and pastoral 
melancholy. For a different reading of Poussin's imagery see McTighe who focuses on 
the political implications of Poussin's ominous landscapes.  
11 On the subject of artistic personalities and self-representation see Weil-Garris 229 and 
Panofsky 1955b.23. 
 
Note the difference between notes 3 and 8, in the examples given above: in note 8 the 
reference is to introductory remarks made by Grayson, the editor and translator of 
Alberti's text; as such, the page number rather than the book/section number is given.  
 
Also, observe how there is additional information in notes 10 and 11.  You can place any 
additional information which may be of interest to the reader and is related to your 
subject, but is not immediately relevant to your thesis.  It is also common to refer to 
authors who either agree or disagree with the author you are citing (as in note 10). 
 
 
SAMPLE BIBLIOGRPHY (with explanations):  
 
Include:  
 
1) the name of the AUTHOR (last name and first initial or last name and first name)  
2) the TITLE of the article and the journal in which it appears or the TITLE of the book  
3) the CITY where the book was published and the DATE of publication; the name of 
the PUBLISHER is optional, but if included should be included in all of the entries and 
placed after the CITY:  
 
Cropper, E. and Dempsey, C. Nicolas Poussin.  Friendship and the Love of Painting. 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996. 
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4) additional information might include: name of EDITOR, TRANSLATOR, and/or 
PAGE numbers if the work appears in a journal or a collection of articles. 
 
 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
Ackerman, J.S. "The Regions of Italian Renaissance Architecture," in The Renaissance 
from Brunelleschi to Michelangelo. The Representation of Architecture, eds. H.A. Millon 
and V. Magnago Lampugnani, 319-347. (exh. cat., Palazzo Grassi). Milan, 1994.  
= article in an exh. cat. (= exhibition catalogue) by several different writers; do not forget 
to include the name(s) of editor(s)  
 
Alberti, L.B. On the Art of Building in Ten Books, trans. J. Rykwert, N. Leach, and R. 
Tavernor. Cambridge, 1996.  
= primary source with several translators (trans. = translator)  
 
Alberti, L.B. On Painting and On Sculpture, ed. and trans. C. Grayson. London, 1972.  
= primary source translated and edited by one author (ed. = editor; eds. = editors)  
 
Cropper, E. and Dempsey, C. Nicolas Poussin. Friendship and the Love of Painting. 
Princeton, 1996.  
= study by two authors  
 
de Vigenère, B. Les images ou tableaux de platte peinture des deux Philostrates 
Sophistes grecs. Paris, 1614 (rpt. New York, 1976).  
= facsimile text without editors (rpt. = reprinted); note foreign names alphabetized by de, 
von, etc.  
 
McTighe, S. "Nicolas Poussin's Representations of Storms and Libertinage in the Mid-
Seventeenth-Century" in Word and Image 5 (1989): 333-361.  
= article in a periodical (note that the page numbers are placed at the end; "5" = volume 
number)  
In cases where both volume (53) and issue number (2) are available include both:   
Cifarelli, M. "Gesture and Alterity in the Art of Ashurnasirpal II of Assyria," in Art 
Bulletin 53.2 (1998): 210-228.  
 
Panofsky, E. "Et in Arcadia Ego: Poussin and the Elegiac Tradition," in Meaning in the 
Visual Arts, ed. E. Panofsky, 295-320. Garden City, 1955a.  
= article in a book of collected essays by the same author (Panofsky). However, note that 
when an article appears in a book of collected essays with multiple authors, the names of 
the editors should also be included and note that the page numbers are placed after the 
names of the editors:  
Weil-Garris, K. "Bandinelli and Michelangelo: A Problem of Artistic Identity," in Art the 
Ape of Nature: Studies in Honor of H.W. Janson, eds. M. Barasch and L. Freedman 
Sandler, 223-251. New York, 1981.  
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Panofsky, E. The Life and Art of Albrecht Dürer. Princeton, 1955b.  
= entry for a book (note in the use of a/b in the two entries for Panofsky: a/b 
differentiates between two texts written by the same author in the same year)  
 
Rosenberg, P. France in the Golden Age: Seventeenth-Century French Paintings in 
American Collections (exh. cat., The Metropolitan Museum of Art). New York, 1982.  
= exhibition catalogue written by one author  
 
Shearman, J. Mannerism. Harmondsworth, 1986.  
= book with one author  
 
Vasari, G. Le vite de' più eccellenti pittori, scultori ed architetti moderni, ed. G. Milanesi, 
9 vols. Florence, 1906.  
= modern edition with several volumes of primary source in original language  
 
Virgil. Eclogues, Georgics, Aeneid I-VI, trans. H.R. Fairclough. Cambridge, 1986.  
= ancient texts in translation (unless otherwise indicated, the Loeb Classics are a good 
edition to use) 
 

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS 
 
BASIC RULES  
 
Include:  
 
1) ARTIST (when known)  
2) TITLE OF WORK  
3) DATE (if none is given indicate at least the century in which it was produced)  
4) LOCATION (church, museum, private collection, etc.)  
5) MEDIUM  
6) DIMENSIONS  
7) SOURCE (from where you’ve taken the image; note: these texts should also be listed 
in your general bibliography)  
 
Most texts follow this format more or less.  Try to be as inclusive and consistent as 
possible. 
 
 
The following are some examples:  
 
Fresco  
 
Giotto.  Last Judgment, ca. 1305.  Arena Chapel, Padua.  Fresco.  (Source: Hartt)  
 
Veronese.  Abundance, Fortitude, and Envy, ca. 1561.  Villa Barbaro, Maser.  Fresco 
(ceiling).  (Source: Hartt)  
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Painting  
 
Raphael.  Baldassare Castiglione, ca. 1515.  Louvre, Paris.  Canvas.  32 1⁄2 x 26 1⁄2”.  
(source: Hartt)  
 
If the painting is known by more than one name, put the other title in parentheses.  
 
Giorgione.  Nativity and Adoration of the Shepherds (Allendale Nativity), ca. 1505(?).  
National Gallery of Art, Washington DC.  Panel.  35 3⁄4 x 43 1⁄2”.  (Source: Hartt)  
 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti.  Ecce Ancilla Domini! (The Annunciation), 1850.  Tate Gallery, 
London.  Canvas mounted on wood, 28 1⁄2 x 16 1⁄2”.  (Source: Rosenblum and Janson)  
 
Painting (in situ)  
 
Tintoretto.  Last Supper, 1577-81.  Sala Grande, Scuola di S. Rocco, Venice.  Canvas.  H. 
17’9”.  (Source: Hartt)  
 
Altarpiece  
 
Titian.  Assumption of the Virgin, 1516-18.  Sta. Maria Gloriosa dei Frari, Venice.  
Panel.  22’6” x 11’10”.  (Source: Hartt)  
 
Sculpture  
 
Laocoön, first century AD.  Cortile Belvedere, Vatican Museums.  Marble.  H. 2.42 m.  
(Source: Boucher)  
 
Auguste Rodin.  Honoré de Balzac, 1891-98.  Musée Rodin, Paris.  Plaster.  H. 9’10”.  
(Source: Rosenblum and Janson)  
 
Robert Rauschenberg.  Bed, 1955.  Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Leo Castelli, New York.  
Mixed media.  6’2” x 2’7”.  (Source: Hunter and Jacobus)  
 
Sculpture (in situ)  
 
If the work is in its original location (e.g., the Cornaro Chapel, Sta. Maria della Vittoria, 
Rome) this information should also be included.  
 
Gianlorenzo Bernini.  Ecstasy of Saint Teresa, 1647-52.  Cornaro Chapel, Sta. Maria 
della Vittoria, Rome.  Marble.  (Source: Boucher)  
 
Richard Serra.  Tilted Arc, 1981.  Federal Plaza, New York.  Hot-rolled steel.  120’ long. 
(Source: Hunter and Jacobus).  
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Buildings  
 
Note: architectural structures are usually not italicized or underlined  
 
Antonio Canova.  Tomb of the Archduchess Maria Christina, 1798-1805.  Church of the 
Augustinians, Vienna.  Marble.  (Source: Rosenblum and Janson)  
 
Donato Bramante.  Tempietto, S. Pietro in Montorio, Rome.  1502-11. H. 47’.  (Source: 
Hartt)  
 
Henri Labrouste.  Reading Room, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris.  1862-68.  (Source: 
Hunter and Jacobus)  
 
Architectural Drawings  
 
Baldassare Peruzzi.  Perspective Study, with Section and Plan, of St. Peter’s, ca. 1505.  
Gabinetto dei Disegni e Stampe, Uffizi, Florence.  Pen and ink and pencil.  (Source: 
Hartt)  
 
Drawing (Preparatory Study)  
 
Nicolas Poussin.  Study for “The Holy Family on the Steps,” ca. 1648.  Pierpont Morgan 
Library (III.7)  Pen, ink, wash, and chalk.  7 1⁄4 x 9 15/16”.  (Source: Goldfaber)  
 
Drawing  
 
Leonardo da Vinci.  Deluge, ca. 1514-19.  Royal Library, Windsor.  Black chalk.  6 1⁄4 x 
8 1⁄4”.  (Source: Hartt)  
 
Engraving  
 
Domenico Campagnola.  Venus Reclining in a Landscape, 1517.  Rosenwald Collection, 
National Gallery of Art, Washington DC.  Engraving.  3 3⁄4” x 5 1⁄4” (Source: Russell 
and Barnes)  
 
Print after Original  
 
Marcantonio Raimondi (after Raphael). Death of Lucretia, ca. 1511-12.  Harvey D. 
Parker Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.  Engraving.  8 1⁄2 x 5 1⁄4”.  (Source: 
Russell and Barnes)  
 
Bibliography to this section:  
(Normally these texts would be included in your general bibliography)  
 
Boucher, B.  Italian Baroque Sculpture.  London, 1998.  
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Goldfarb, H.T.  From Fontainbleau to the Louvre.  French Drawing from the 17th 
Century (exh. cat., Cleveland Museum of Art).  Bloomington, 1989.  
Hartt, F.  History of Italian Renaissance Art.  Painting, Sculpture, Architecture (4th 
edition).  New York, 1994.  
Hunter, S. and J. Jacobus.  Modern Art (2nd edition).  New York, 1985.  
Rosenblum, B and H.W. Janson.  Nineteenth-Century Art.  New York, 1984.  
Russell, H.D. and Barnes, B.  Eva/Ave.  Women in Renaissance and Baroque Prints (exh. 
cat., National Gallery of Art, Washington DC).  New York, 1990.  
   
 
   
 
 


